Cal Poly marchers honor MLK’s dream

Josh Ayers

About 50 people participated in a silent march from Dexter Lawn to the red handprint area near the Sanden Factory to honor the birthday and life accomplishments of civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. Thursday afternoon.

The march, which took place in unseasonably warm weather, traveled uphill and seemed to symbolically mirror the uphill challenges that civil rights leaders faced decades ago in their efforts to create a more equal American society.

I recognize that over the past 40 to 50 years, we've had such an intense struggle with civil rights,” said Associated Students Inc. President Angela Kramer. “Since Dr. King, we really have come a long way.

Kramer gave a brief speech prior to the march in which she touched on the upcoming inauguration of President-elect Barack Obama, which will take place the day after the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday Monday.

“It's kind of nice to be celebrating the birth of Dr. King and also the birth of a new nation at the leadership of a president that happens to be African American,” she said before her speech.

But even with the paramount accomplishments of the civil rights movement, Kramer said that there is still a lingering attitude of abhorrence toward the idea of diverse society.

“It’s also a reminder of how much further we have to go,” she said with regards to the recent presidential election. “Even in 2008, you have parts of the country and even in this area, with people who are so filled with hatred based on something so culturally important, but so trivial as race.”

Match participants were mostly faculty and students with a variety of ways to get fit that are not only beneficial to your body, but provide other useful perks as well.

When the gym is not an option

Cassandra Keyse

Poly Escapes

On campus, Poly Escapes combines endurance, cardiovascular and upper-body strength training with a love of all things outdoors in order to provide students with an alternative workout. Activities such as rock climbing at either the rock wall in the University Union, or a trip to Cabrillo or Bishop’s Peak build “both mental and physical strength for the core and upper body,” said Austin Gardner, industrial engineering senior and Poly Escapes front line representative.

Gardner went ice climbing during his first trip with the organization and thinks that the trip provided both cardiovascular and upper body training.

“You have to hike out in the snow to get to the climbing spot which is where you get more of the cardio, and then you are pulling yourself up the wall,” he said.

Physical Education Class for Units

If you are in need of a few extra units, one option is to enroll in a kinesiology course such as a team sport or an aquatics class to get on a bi-weekly basis.

“The classes are all based on one sport like basketball, wrestling, or football,” kinesiology senior Dany Barragan said. “You learn the fundamentals from the beginning. There are skills testing that involve learning something in order to teach it back to someone. It's mostly cardio, but it's a good workout.”

Each of the kinesiology classes are one to two unit courses and are open to all majors, however some spaces are reserved for kinesiology majors.

Self-Defense Class

Another useful opportunity is to take a self-defense class at the Recreation Center.

Bush says he acted in nation's best interest

Deb Riechmann

WASHINGTON (AP) — Reflecting on two tumultuous terms in the White House, President George W. Bush defended his tenure in a farewell address Thursday, arguing that he followed his conscience and always acted in the best interests of the nation.

“May you not agree with some tough decisions I have made, but I hope you can agree that I was willing to make the tough decisions,” Bush said, according to excerpts of his prime-time speech released in advance by the White House.

A booked to eight years indelibly marked by terrorism, two wars, recessions and a push for democracy, the speech offered Bush one last chance before he leaves office Tuesday to defend his presidency and craft a first draft of his legacy for historians. He is scheduled to deliver the speech from the White House East Room, with just 112 hours left in his presidency.

Bush is spending his last weekend as president at Camp David. The speech is his final public appearance until he greets President-elect Barack Obama on Inauguration Day at the White House's North Portico.

Bush called the inauguration of Obama, the first black president, a “moment of hope and pride” for Americans.

“Standing on the steps of the Capitol will be a man whose story reflects the enduring promise of our land,” he said in wishing the best to Obama, incoming first lady Michelle Obama, and their two daughters.

Bush's presidency began with the worst terrorist attack on U.S. soil and ends with the worst economic collapse in three generations.

“Even in the toughest times, we lift our eyes to the broad horizon ahead,” Bush said with his trademark optimism. “I have confidence in the promise of America because I know the character of the American people. This is a nation that inspires immigrants to risk everything for the dream of freedom. This is a nation where citizens show calm in times of danger and compassion in the face of suffering.”
Walking a Shelter Dog

For animal lovers and those who would like to be active in the community, try volunteering to walk a dog at Woods Humane Society. The organization is always looking for new off-site volunteers.

According to Courtney Hann, customer service representative for Woods Humane Society, becoming an off-site volunteer takes some training, but being able to play with a shelter dog for a day is worth it in the end.

"First there is an introductory tour of the facility, then there are two mandatory dog trainings where we train the dogs so that they are well behaved for potential adopters and then the volunteer has one session of off-site training," Hann said.

After the off-site training, the volunteer is ready to take specific dogs out on trips. These dogs are hand selected by the staff because they are the ones who most need the activity. Some activities that are popular among off-site volunteers are hiking Bishop’s Peak or running with the dog down on the beach.

King

continued from page 1

Cal Poly Vice President of Student Affairs Cornel Morton delivers closing statements following a silent march through campus Thursday that honored Martin Luther King Jr., members, but a handful of students and children also filled ranks bearing ribbons symbolizing the legacy of King's efforts. Preston Allen, executive director of University Housing, had the honor of handing out the rectangular ribbons, which sported five horizontal stripes of different colors. Preston said that the length of the ribbon represented the "longevity of the legacy" and that the different striped ribbons represented "the inclusion of all different colors."

King, a Nobel Peace Prize recipient, was born on Jan. 15, 1929 and was perhaps the most prominent figure to emerge from the civil rights movement during the late 1950s and 1960s.

Up until his assassination in Memphis, Tenn. on April 4, 1968, King had been arrested nearly 20 times, traveled more than six million miles, delivered more than 2,500 speeches, campaigned for presidential candidate Lyndon Johnson and permanently etched his vision into the minds of Americans with his "I have a Dream" speech, which he delivered to 250,000 people at the Lincoln Monument in Washington on Aug. 28, 1963.

Above all things, King emphasized the importance of non-violence.

Wednesday's march featured special guest and Salisbury resident Sandra Towner, 49, who organized the on-again, off-again annual march while attending Cal Poly in the early 1980s.

"Pulling it together, I didn't think it was going to happen," she said as she recalled the first march.

She said that during those '80s marches, they often had students act out the roles of Rosa Parks and King, and that community members were also involved in the march.

Towner, who stood aside for a few minutes and Cal Poly director of student academic services Susan Spaulding, recalled that the first march, which was put on by the African American Student Union, now the Black Student Union — showed a large number of people and required the assistance of the local law enforcement to block off the street to allow for demonstrators to march.

"I am just glad to see that it is still going on," Towner said. "I was a very militant person, rebellious at times. I was always like "I want to be able to be apart of something" and this is, to me, it's a legacy I left. So to come back and know that they still want to do this brings honor."

The march ended with a brief speech by Vice President of Student Affairs Cornel Morton, who reiterated King's concept of each individual being capable of making a difference in the world.

Spaulding, who witnessed the first march, said that about 100 people attended the original event and guessed that it took place in 1983.

"Almost every year since there has been a quiet and very respected and quiet gathering like this," she said.

Bush

continued from page 1

An audience of about 200 people were being assembled to listen to the speech at the White House. They include about 45 people, chosen for their personal stories, a practice normally reserved for a state of the Union address. The venue is a break from farewell addresses by Presidents Bill Clinton and Ronald Reagan, who spoke to the nation from the Oval Office.

"Take all who have held this office before me, I have experienced setbacks," said Bush, whose performance has drawn low public approval ratings for months. "There are things I would do differently if given the chance. Yet I have always acted with the best interests of our country in mind. I have followed my conscience and done what I thought was right."

Bush also prodded the nation to lead the cause of freedom and maintain "moral clarity" in what he described as a choice between good and evil.

"I have often spoken to you about good and evil," he added. "This has made some uncomfortable. But good and evil are present in this world, and between the two there can be no compromise."

Not all presidents give goodbye addresses. Bush's father, President George H.W. Bush, did not. But the president's advisers said Bush wanted to thank the nation for the opportunity to serve and defend his legacy in his own terms.

On national security, he highlighted his administration's efforts to equip the nation with new tools to monitor terrorists, freeze their finances and foil their plots. But he also acknowledged some of his controversial policies, including the terrorist surveillance program and harsh interrogation of suspected terrorists.

"There is legitimate debate about many of these decisions, but there can be little debate about the results," Bush, who also reiterated his belief that spreading human liberty and freedom offers an alternative to extremism. "America has gone more than seven years without another terrorist attack on our soil."

Critics claim that while there has been no another attack on U.S. soil, the number of terrorist acts around the world has increased; Iran has gained influence in the Mideast; North Korea still hasn't verifiably declared its nuclear work; anti-Americanism abroad has emboldened extremists' recruitment efforts; and a safe haven for terrorists remains along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border.

Reflecting on Sept. 11, Bush warned Americans not to become complacent about the threat from abroad.

"As the years passed, most Americans were able to return to life much as it had been before 9/11, but I never did," Bush said. "Every morning, I received a briefing on the threats to our nation. And I vowed to do everything in my power to keep us safe."

Touting his domestic record, Bush said he has presided over a budget surplus in his first term, a new Medicare prescription drug benefit, lower income taxes, added help for people suffering from drug addiction, and the appointment of two justices to the Supreme Court. "We have faced danger and trial, and there is more ahead," Bush said as he passed off a huge set of challenges, "but with the courage of our people and confidence in our ideals, this great nation will continue, never falter, and never fail."

Celebrating King’s Birthday

Martin Luther King’s Birthday!

Saturday, January 17, 2009, 11 am - 5 pm
San Luis Obispo Laguna Middle School

Donation $10, students/ kids free, & $5 Bon Temps Creole Cafe lunch, Music by Doug House, Ortega and more!

Sponsored by the City of San Luis Obispo, New Times, Sierra Club, KCBX, Information Pre-Paid Legal, Bon Temps Creole Cafe, BGA, The Drum Circuit and Pre-Paid Legal.

Call 784-9401 for info.
Israel forces shell UN headquarters in Gaza

A Palestinian firefighter gestures as he and others try to put out a fire at the United Nations headquarters after it was hit in Israeli bombardment in Gaza City, Thursday.
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WORD ON THE STREET

"How do you feel about tuition possibly rising $400 per quarter?"

"Jobs are really hard to get so I think the best thing right now is to stay in school, and if tuition rises it's going to be hard for me to pay for it. We all want an education, but it'll be hard for everybody. I wish we knew what we're paying for some­times."

- Brianna Wong, food science senior

"I'm surprised. I didn't actually think it could go any higher. Scholarships can only get you so far and that's what I'm on right now and that's just kind of bad news for all of us."

- Megan Martin, earth sciences sophomore

"It is going to improve cam­pus, really go towards us and is necessary toward budget cuts. Then I would support it. In the economy right now, if that's what they need then I guess we have to do it."

- Chelsea Bussett, recreation parks and tourism senior

COMPiled and photographed by Kruzia Torres

slosolstice.com
green directory

Be smart... be green!

CONTACT us... to be SEEN!
ph: 905-473-5064 or
e mail: Solsolstice222@aol.com

s listce

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Five classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!
1-800-859-4109
www.bartendusa.com

Thursday, January 16, 2009
www.mustingdaily.net
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Disabled jet ditches into NYC river; all rescued

A United States Airways pilot ditched his disabled jetliner into the frigid Hudson River on Thursday, engulfing the compound and a warehouse in fire and destroying thousands of pounds of food and humanitarian supplies intended for Palestinian refugees.

Another Israeli bombardment on Thursday killed the Hamas security chief.

Ibrahim Barzak
and Amy Teibel

Israel shelled the United Na­tions headquarters in the Gaza Strip on Thursday, engulfing the compound and a warehouse in fire and destroying thousands of pounds of food and humanitarian supplies intended for Palestinian refugees.

Another Israeli bombardment on Thursday killed the Hamas security chief.
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FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — Six environmental groups sued the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Thursday challenging a new Bush Administration rule exempting dairies and other large-scale livestock operators from having to reveal to an official when toxic emissions are released.

Earthjustice, which filed the suit in a federal appeals court in Washington, says the exemption threatens the health and safety of people living and working near lagoons that store farm animals' urine and feces, sources of dangerous ammonia and hydrogen sulfide.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Labors unions, churches and advocacy groups spanning the ideological spectrum are weighing in on the effort to overturn California's ban on same-sex marriages.

Earthjustice, which filed the suit Thursday challenging a new Bush Environmental Protection Agency effort to overturn California's ban on same-sex marriages.

The American Civil Liberties Union chose to replace him.

The secrecy requirements of the federal False Claims Act violate free-speech protections and have kept war fraud complaints in Iraq and elsewhere hidden from public view, the ACLU says in its lawsuit. The American Civil Liberties Union has no place in this country," Medvedev said during a visit Sunday to an engine plant outside Moscow with government ministers.

President Dmitry Medvedev has twice rebuked the government led by his predecessor Vladimir Putin in the past couple of weeks, raising questions of whether a rift is developing between the powerful former Kremlin leader and the man he chose to replace him.

On both occasions, Medvedev criticized the government for not doing enough to help industry and business cope with the global financial crisis, which has hit Russia hard.

"The planned measures are being fulfilled slower than we counted on and, most important, slower than the current situation demands," Medvedev said during a visit Tuesday to a state enterprise working near lagoons that store farm animals' urine and feces, sources of dangerous ammonia and hydrogen sulfide.
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Street artist's star rises with Obama portrait

John Rogers

Art and Entertainment Designer: Milena Krayzbuk

Friday, January 16, 2009

LOS ANGELES — It isn't in Shepard Fairey's nature to rest. The artist's rehabilitation before the outset street artist illustrates that person.

But in Barack Obama's case, Fairey made an exception. Instead of breaking his paper, pens and computer and creating an iconic illustration of a pensive Obama staring off into space that became the talk of the 2008 presidential campaign.

"Normally, my thing is, 'Screw you if you don't like it. I'm doing it anyway,' " Fairey says, as he sits in the second-floor conference room of his studio on the edge of downtown. "But I really wanted to help Obama. This wasn't about me, it was about him."

Fairey fested that his many arrests for drawing on buildings and other private property without permission, his penchant for mocking consumerism and his portrayal of President Bush as Satan in a 2004 campaign poster might come back to haunt Obama.

"The Obama portrait's stunning use of color and seemingly Warhol-inspired use of imagery has transformed one of the leaders of Los Angeles' street art movement into a national star, " Shepard has always been a key figure in the urban art arena, but the Obama image really catapulted him into the mainstream and really changed the way people look at his work," says Pedro Alonzo, who is curating a Fairey retrospective that opens at Boston's Institute of Contemporary Art next month.

Meanwhile, Fairey will be in Washington on Saturday to see his illustration of Obama unveiled at the National Portrait Gallery. Then on Tuesday he'll be there to see Obama sworn in as president and to go to his first inaugural ball.

"I certainly wouldn't have attended the last two unless it was to throw a shoe," the liberal artist laughs.

Piled on the table beside him, and in the hallway outside, were hundreds of anti-war posters from his popular feminist peace series waiting to be signed for an upcoming exhibit. He also designs album covers, stickers, a line of clothing and fine art pieces that have shown in galleries around the country.

Dressed in jeans, sneakers and a T-shirt bearing one of his popular political silhouettes, he is just one of many different platforms as possible. Street art is a bureaucracy-free way of reaching people, particularly young people, and Fairey is reserved but friendly. A youthful-looking 38, he has short dark hair with wisps of gray.

"I consider myself a populist artist," he says. "I want to reach people through as many different platforms as possible.

"I'm doing it anyway," Fairey says, as he sits in the second-floor conference room of his studio on the edge of downtown. "It was just a matter of time, says fellow artist and fine-art printer Richard Duando, before one of those forms would allow Fairey to break through to a wider demographic.

"I think I've seen 500 or 600 artists go through the doors here, and I'm talking everyone from David Hockney to Raymond Pettibon," Duando said from his Los Angeles studio Modern Multiples. "I'm pretty sure Fairey was the first guy who walked through our doors and I went, 'Oh my God, this guy is going all the way. You could just see it.'"

"Fairey, he said, has a perfect eye for color and can visualize to the smallest detail exactly what he wants to create when he begins a project.

Fairey arrived on the California art scene in the 1990s, soon after attending the Rhode Island School of Design where he made a name for himself by slapping posters and stickers of Andre the Giant, the 7-foot-4-inch, 500-pound professional wrestler, all over. The Andre campaign began as joke when a friend he was trying to teach to silkscreen T-shirts barked at putting a picture of the gargantuan wrestler on one. His friend thought it would stupid.

"I said, 'What are you talking about? Andre is awesome. His crew is going to be the new pose,'" Fairey recalls joking.

After creating the image himself, he added the word "obey" as a means of mocking the subliminal advertising campaigns that suck people into buying things they don't need. Soon after he began plastering Andre's image over ads for real things, his reputation as a counterculture artist was sealed.

In an ironic twist, Fairey acknowledges with some embarrassment that he recently worked on an ad campaign that kicks off in March for Saks Fifth Avenue. The promotion called "Want It?" has brought him criticism among bloggers, but he defends working for the luxury retailer, saying such clients help keep his studio open and his nearly two dozen employees working.

Fairey himself, who is married and the father of two young daughters, works relentlessly, cranking out a new piece of art every week. He was also working on a new political series about the war.

The son of a doctor in Charleston, S.C., he became all but obsessed with art as a 14-year-old skateboard punk rocker when he discovered that by putting his drawings on his boards and T-shirts.

"I think one of the reasons I work so hard is because failure wasn't an option," he says. "There was nothing else that I could think of that I could do."

Little orphan Annie comes to the PAC

Cassandra Keyse

Metro Daily

For performances at the PAC range from $44 to $68. However, given that "Annie" is geared towards a younger audience, special ticket prices are being offered. For children under age 16, tickets are $20 and adult prices are offered at $30.

So far, tickets for the two performances have been selling well at the box office, but have not sold out.

"It's filling up," said senior theater major Lindsey Siebel who works at the PAC ticket office. "I think it's going to start to fill up even more as it gets closer." Tickets may be purchased at the PAC ticket office from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays and 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturdays.
Many of us are (or should be) looking for careers as graduation nears, others are looking for internships and still others just need a part-time job to make ends meet. While you can rely on your rugged good looks to make it through the job interview, you still need something before you can get to the interview phase. That something else is this week's word of the week:

Ricky Henderson

I would like to thank Tim Dahlberg for a great commemoration to the terrible person that is Ricky Henderson. I remember Ricky Henderson getting on me all the time and I would say, "Ricky gets on." So it wasn’t much of a surprise when he was inducted into the Hall of Fame. He had over 3,000 hits and stole a lot of bases. Ricky was a fun player to watch. Thank you again for a very well-written article, Go Padres.

Evon Barrett

physics sophomore

Reading between the lines of writing a good résumé

One line bold, the next italic, the next in Title Case.

"Remember that what you highlight is what you especially want an employer to read, don’t highlight everything. Too much highlighting can be confusing." Unless you use a range of fonts to highlight, then it is just exciting!

"Balanced use of blank space and margins is key. What you want to do is cut your résumé into tiny pieces and separate those with text and white space. Then, weigh the two groups on a scale to make sure they are even.

"Rough draft reviewed by a Career Counselor or other knowledgeable person. Resume must be perfect with no spelling, typing or grammatical errors. I feel the phrase "knowledgeable person" needs a little more explanation. Do nonprofits qualify? Is that drunk gay crushing on your couch?

One page, preferably two pages. Use a laser printer for quality results. Do not mix and match on one line as possible. You can also put the years you worked somewhere—instead of the exact months and days. Along with making your résumé more concise, this makes it easier to read. You can then use keywords; for example: "fluent in Hebrew, Arabic, French, and Spanish." It’s athankless job where you are forced to sell yourself and your life history 'cause if Israel isn’t winning, all the other nations are winning too.

"Dissolute at a party or professional event, say 'I'm a politician corrupt. I'm a politician corrupt.'

On human life

I feel the phrase "knowledgeable person" needs a little more explanation. Do nonprofits qualify? Is that drunk gay crushing on your couch?

For our benefit, Cal Poly Career Services has been gracious enough to provide us with some résumé guidelines:

Letters, commentaries and corrections are not representative of the views and length. Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the body of the e-mail.

By e-mail: muslindajl@gmail,com

By mail: Letters to the Editor, Building 26, Room 226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

The Mustang Daily is a designated student publication. All opinions have full authority to make all content decisions without censorship or advance approval.

The Mustang Daily is a free newspaper. However the removal of more than one color page is subject to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Thanks for article on Ricky Henderson

I would like to thank Tim Dahlberg for a great commemoration to the terrible person that is Ricky Henderson. I remember Ricky Henderson getting on me all the time and I would say, "Ricky gets on." So it wasn’t much of a surprise when he was inducted into the Hall of Fame. He had over 3,000 hits and stole a lot of bases. Ricky was a fun player to watch. Thank you again for a very well-written article, Go Padres.

Evon Barrett

physics sophomore

Not all politicians are corrupt

Mr. Van Rombouhm and Mr. Rafter, I don’t disagree more with your beliefs and logic toward American politicians. This is a classic case of throwing the baby out with the bathwater: "a few politicians are corrupt so that must mean they all are." True, I feel crimes such as the ones Goa Blalgogevich has been charged with should be prosecuted tirelessly because they shake the foundation of trust in our government, as we can see in both of your articles. But corruption is not a bad as making a politician corrupt. Everyday from the Sierra Club, to the National Organization for Women, and yes, even Extraterrestrial—Phenomenon have a PAC (look it up, they’re not all maligning). Also, you need to have personal integrity to get anywhere in this world I’m guessing. Mr. Van Rombouhm, that you didn’t become the editor in chief by being a recluse.

I ask, have you ever worked with or even met a politician? It’s a thankless job where you are continually told you aren’t doing it right. You’re ignoring people like our Congressman Lois Capps. I would retire from politics if she ever acted corrupt. Your rationale to then resort to smaller government is particularly disturbing. Though both are unfavorable, I much rather have a Blalgogevich run our country where we can vote him out instead of a Madoff or a Lay who will never pay any fines, public scrutiny and control, assuredly using their own “influence of pers—

Conner Johnston

industrial engineering senior

Israeli attacks are inconceivable of human life

I am saddened by Israel’s lack of consideration for human life and international law. The people of Gaza should not be collectively punished for the actions of Hamas. There is absolutely no reason for more than 300 women and children to be killed. Today the United Nations will not be distributing food or medical supplies due to the attacks made on its headquarters by the Israeli Defense Forces. Last week, a U.N. truck was shelled, killing two U.N. employees, European governments and the U.N. have expressed outrage over both inci­dents. A third example of Israel’s illegitimacy is its naval attack on the Dignity, an international boat carrying medical supplies and 16 humanitarian activities, includ­ing former U.S. congresswoman Cynthia McKinney.

The U.N. Secretary General has recently accused Israel of cruelty for not letting the people of Gaza escape as refugees before the situation was launched. They are trapped in a war zone where they are being bombed in their homes, mosques, schools and hospitals. Human Rights Watch recently alleged that Israel has attacked civilians with white phosphorus, a substance that many people consider an experimental chemical weapon.

By definition terrorism is "violent or destructive acts such as bombing committed by groups in order to intimidate a population into granting their demands." It is my opinion that both Hamas and the IDF fit into this category due to the horrifying attacks that terrify civilians in Gaza and Is­rael. How can Israel continue to call itself a democracy if it refuses to follow international law? It is my hope that both sides abide by the UN resolution calling for an immediate ceasefire in order to prevent future loss of human life to a minimum.

Grace Kirschner

history major
Houses For Sale

Now is the time to buy a house! Take advantage of Huge Discounts and Historically Low Mortgage Rates. Free List of SLO Houses/Condos for Sale. steve@slohomes.com Nelson Real Estate 546-1990

Visit us at www.mustangdaily.net/classifieds to view pictures, and to place your ad today!

Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton

OUR TOP STORY TODAY: A TERRORIST CELL OF EMOKS STRUCK A SHIELD GENERATOR BASE ON THE MOON OF ENUER, SENSELESSLY KILLING HUNDREDS OF STORMTROOPERS.

Empire News Network

Across
1 Mandrake the Magician's sidekick
7 Sheepskin leather for bookbinding
11 Unwavering
14 Billy Graham's org. with an
18 Call after which
23 Sch. staff
26 Its employees
29 Where rushing
31 Like three-fourths of a
34 Quaint news
36 Desert denizens
38 You can't
41 One who's often
44 Second prize
47 Point of view
53 Noble thing
57 Half-sister of
58 Org. in which

Down
1 Release
2 Fair share, maybe
3 Rock collector
4 Bell Centre team
5 NPR's 'Only
6 Record compiler
7 Chairs
8 How money is
11 Carpenter's
13 Boxer's
15 Getting to the
17 One who's often
19 Face sideways!
20 Unit in a physics
21 Be way off
22 Piece of silver
23 Professional
25 Unchanged
27 Flawlessly
28 Where he lives
29 Where raising
30 About three-fourths of a
32 Annual televised
33 At the source
35 Relief agent?
36 Home of the
37 Irregular folds
38 26-Down's
39 Try to get
40 One who's often
42 Call for
43 Noble thing
45 Fictional
46 Picked a ticket

50 Setting of Main
51 If may come in
52 Noble thing
55 Pitching asset?
56 Homo of the
58 Org. in which

Girls & Sports by Justin Bars and Andrew Feenston

AD FOR YOU L0VE ALONE?
ACTUALLY, I'M STILL LIVING AT HOME
I BET YOUR PARENTS DRIVE YOU CRAZY
WHY WOULD YOU SAY THAT? YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW THEM?

Announcements

Volunteer at Cal Poly Student Community Services, U.U. Room 217! (805) 756-5834

EE Majors, Topanga Schematic Maker, electrical schematic and documentation software, immediate download only $59.99 www.topangasoftware.com

Run a Classified Display "MUSTANG MINI!" Contact your ad rep at 756-1143

Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudokus.com
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Rivalries never die. They may lose their luster some years, but the bad blood never quite goes away.

When the Cal Poly (3-1-1, 0-4 Big West Conference) men's basketball team and UC Santa Barbara (7-9, 3-3) meet at 7 p.m. on Saturday in Mott Gym, the bad blood will be rekindled.

Cal Poly head coach Kevin Bromley stressed the importance of a win more so than a win over the rival Gauchos.

"I don't think it's any more important than any other one, but it's obviously sweeter when we beat Santa Barbara," Bromley said. "It's one of those things that if you beat them, it takes the sting of being 3-1-1."

The Mustangs have lost six consecutive games. Their last victory was against Portland State on Dec. 17 in Mott Gym.

"Losing is the hardest thing," Bromley said of the slide. "There is nothing worse than not winning and winning in life regardless of what you do. And it crushes you when you lose."

The Mustangs have struggled in large part due to injuries and other issues keeping key players off the court.

Senior guard and co-captain Trae Clark was ruled academically ineligible and hasn't played since Dec. 23. Cal Poly has not won without him this season.

Senior forward John Manley has been sidelined for the entire season after a nagging back injury flared up just before the season began.

Ironically, the injury first occurred against the Gauchos when Manley was ruled out for a foul up a layup and was fouled hard from behind by UC Santa Barbara then-senior guard Brandoni Vollove.

"I wasn't trying to take him down. I just wanted to make sure he didn't score," Vollove told the San Luis Obispo Tribune after the Nov. game. "I really didn't mean to hurt him but, I mean, if you want to whistle like a baby maybe you should stay on the sideline."

The play prompted a warning to both teams from the commissioner of the Big West.

Bromley said there is a "good chance" that Manley will see his first action of the season Saturday.

"He loves to compete, loves to sacrifice his body," Bromley said of Manley. "He's always looking for someone to hit. He probably should have played some football. It's bruiser the physical part into practice."

With two of the three co-captains out, players have had to step up for Cal Poly. Senior guard Chaz Thomas has stepped into the role of starting point guard and has improved his game Bromley said.

"Now that Trae's not here, (Chaz) and I have more communication," he said. "We have to be on the same page even more. I think he's really taken to that. He's really trying to do what is best for the basketball team on the floor."

‘Rivalry Night’ brings Gauchos to Mott
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BIG WEST STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>BIG WEST</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach State</td>
<td>4-0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Irvine</td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Davis</td>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Riverside</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC State Fullerton</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Santa Barbara</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal Poly</td>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then-freshman forward John Manley is fouled hard by UC Santa Barbara guard Brandoni Vollove during a game in 2004.
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Southern California QB Sanchez to enter NFL draft

USC junior quarterback Mark Sanchez declares his draft eligibility at a press conference in Los Angeles on Thursday.

Ken Peters

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Mark Sanchez made his own call.

Coming off a record-setting Rose Bowl, the Southern California quarterback will skip his senior season to enter the NFL draft — going against the advice of coach Pete Carroll.

Sanchez, a fourth-year junior, announced his plans at a campus news conference Thursday, the deadline for underclassmen to declare for the draft.

The past three stars who played quarterback at USC under Carroll stayed for their senior seasons, and the former NFL coach thought Sanchez should do the same.

Carroll tried to convince Sanchez that another year of college experience would help him in the pro game, but Sanchez said he had carefully weighed all the considerations before deciding to leave.

"It has been my dream since I was just a little kid to play in the NFL and thanks to this great academic institution and football program, I have the opportunity to realize that dream," said Sanchez, dapperly dressed in a business suit.

"It was with a heavy heart that I say goodbye to this university. But I can't tell you how excited I am for this dream to come true."

Heisman Trophy winners Carson Palmer and Brad Cantor, along with John David Booty, all returned for their final year of eligibility with the Trojans before the first overall pick in the 2002 NFL drafting and Leinart was selected 10th in 2005.

Carroll, who said he considers Sanchez as talented as any of those three, discussed the pros and cons with him.

"We've talked at great depth and great length. We've covered this from A to Z — going until late last night," Carroll said. "We, don't see this decision the same. (But) I'm thrilled for Mark. For any of our kids to face the dream and do what they want to do with their football career, this is a great place to do this."

But former Heisman winner Sam Bradford of Oklahoma, 2007 Heisman winner Tim Tebow of Florida and Texas star Colt McCoy all plan to return to school next season.

Sanchez declared for the NFL draft after finishing his junior season in 2006, is expected to compete with Aaron Corp, Garrett Green and incoming freshman Matt Barkley for the Trojans' starting job.

Carroll, a former head coach with the New York Jets and New England Patriots, thinks another year of college experience would have greatly benefited Sanchez, who started at USC for only one full season.

"Mark is going against the grain on this decision and he knows that. He knows that coming out early is a tremendous challenge for a quarterback and the statistics don't back up that it's easy to be successful in the way that he's going about it," Carroll said.

"We've seen successes and we've seen guys come up short on this deal. We hope this works out beautifully for Mark and his family."

Carroll isn't selling Sanchez short.

"He's a competitive guy, a guy that's willing to take on this challenge in a way that he's going to make it happen," he said.

"Mark clearly has the potential to be as good as any of those guys we've had. We've done it early on."

"All it is an experience issue."

Sanchez ended his college career with his finest game. The 6-3, 225-pounder went 28-for-35 against Penn State, setting a Rose Bowl record by completing 80 percent of his passes. He threw for 413 yards and four touchdowns, and also ran for a score in the Trojans' 38-24 victory.

Sanchez led the Trojans to a 12-1 record and No. 3 national ranking last season after going 2-1 the previ-1
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